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Abstract

In this article I address the interrelation between social acceleration and the climate 

óũĢŭĢŭ̍�R�Ŀŋũā�ŭťāóĢƩóÖķķƘ�ÖŭĴ�Ğŋƒ�óĞÖłėāù�ŭŋóĢÖķ�ťũÖóŶĢóāŭ�Ģł�ķĢėĞŶ�ŋĕ�ŭŋóĢÖķ�ÖóóāķāũÖŶĢŋł�

and the climate crisis are possible by focussing on two aspects: How the incessant social 

acceleration of contemporary society is both supporting the formation of the underlying 

ťũŋðķāĿŭ�óŋłłāóŶāù�ƒĢŶĞ�ŶĞā�óķĢĿÖŶā�óũĢŭĢŭ�Öŭ�ƒāķķ�Öŭ�ĞĢłùāũĢłė�āƧóĢāłŶ�óŋķķāóŶĢƑā�Öłù�

individual action on the climate crisis. And the unfolding climate crisis is contributing to 

ŶĞā�ùāƑāķŋťĿāłŶ�ŋĕ�ŭťāóĢƩó�ĕŋũĿŭ�ŋĕ�ĿāłŶÖķ�ĿÖķÖĢŭāŭ�ŶĞÖŶ�Öũā�ŋłķƘ�ƒŋũŭāłāù�ùŽā�Ŷŋ�ŶĞā�

acceleration of this crisis. I end by examining how the feeling of anger can be understood 

as a social motor for changing our social practices and thus serve as a vector of critique 

against the sources of social acceleration and ultimately of some of the vital components 

propelling climate change.

Keywords: Social acceleration; Climate crisis; Mental distress; feelings of anger.
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Resumen

En este artículo se aborda la interrelación entre aceleración social y crisis climática. Más 

āŭťāóĤƩóÖĿāłŶā̇� ŭā� ťũāėŽłŶÖ� óŌĿŋ� āķ� óÖĿðĢŋ�ùā�ťũ×óŶĢóÖŭ� ŭŋóĢÖķāŭ� āŭ� ťŋŭĢðķā� Ö� ķÖ� ķŽơ�

de la aceleración social y la crisis climática, enfocando el argumento en dos aspectos: 

cómo la aceleración incesante de la sociedad contemporánea apoya la formación de 

los problemas subyacentes conectados con la crisis climática, a la vez que obstaculiza 

ÖóóĢŋłāŭ�óŋķāóŶĢƑÖŭ�ā�ĢłùĢƑĢùŽÖķāŭ�āƩóĢāłŶāŭ�ŭŋðũā�ùĢóĞÖ�óũĢŭĢŭ̍�È�ķÖ�óũĢŭĢŭ�óķĢĿ×ŶĢóÖ�ŨŽā�

ŭā�ùāŭťķĢāėÖ�óŋłŶũĢðŽƘā�Öķ�ùāŭÖũũŋķķŋ�ùā�ĕŋũĿÖŭ�āŭťāóĤƩóÖŭ�ùā�āłĕāũĿāùÖù�ĿāłŶÖķ�ŨŽā�

solo empeoran gracias a la aceleración de la crisis. Finalmente, se examina cómo el 

sentimiento de enojo puede ser entendido como un motor social para cambiar nuestras 

prácticas sociales y así servir como vector crítico contra las fuentes de aceleración social, 

y en último caso de los componentes vitales que impulsan el cambio climático.

Palabras clave: aceleración social; crisis climática; sufrimiento mental; sentimientos de 

enojo.

Resumo

pāŭŶā� ÖũŶĢėŋ� ŭā� ÖðŋũùÖ� Ö� ĢłŶāũũāķÖöíŋ� āłŶũā� ÖóāķāũÖöíŋ� ŭŋóĢÖķ� ā� óũĢŭā� óķĢĿ×ŶĢóÖ̍�

1ŭťāóĢƩóÖĿāłŶā̇�ŭā�ťāũėŽłŶÖ�óŋĿŋ�Öŭ�ĿŽùÖłöÖŭ�ùÖŭ�ťũ×ŶĢóÖŭ�ŭŋóĢÖĢŭ�ŭíŋ�ťŋŭŭĤƑāĢŭ�ç�ķŽơ�

ùÖ�ÖóāķāũÖöíŋ�ŭŋóĢÖķ�ā�ùÖ�óũĢŭā�óķĢĿ×ŶĢóÖ̍���ÖũėŽĿāłŶÖöíŋ�ŭā�ùāðũŽöÖ�āĿ�ùŽÖŭ�ƑāũŶāłŶāŭ̆�

óŋĿŋ� Ö� ĢłóāŭŭÖłŶā� ÖóāķāũÖöíŋ� ùÖ� ŭŋóĢāùÖùā� óŋłŶāĿťŋũßłāÖ� ĕÖƑŋũāóā� Ö� ĕŋũĿÖöíŋ� ùā�

ťũŋðķāĿÖŭ�ŭŽðıÖóāłŶāŭ�ā�óŋłāóŶÖùŋŭ�ç�óũĢŭā�óķĢĿ×ŶĢóÖ̇�ðāĿ�óŋĿŋ�āłŶũÖƑÖ�Ööţāŭ�óŋķāŶĢƑÖŭ�ā�

ĢłùĢƑĢùŽÖĢŭ�āƩóÖơāŭ�ÖóāũóÖ�ùāķÖ̍�'āŭŶÖ�ĿÖłāĢũÖ̇�Ö�ÖŶŽÖķ�óũĢŭā�óķĢĿ×ŶĢóÖ�ŶÖĿðĂĿ�óŋłŶũĢðŽĢ�

Öŋ�ùāŭāłƑŋķƑĢĿāłŶŋ�ùā�ĕŋũĿÖŭ�āŭťāóĤƩóÖŭ�ùā�ŭŋĕũĢĿāłŶŋ�ťŭĤŨŽĢóŋ�ŨŽā�ŭŌ�ťĢŋũÖĿ�ùāƑĢùŋ�

ç�ÖóāķāũÖöíŋ�ùÖ�óũĢŭā̍�DĢłÖķĿāłŶā̇�ŭā�ĢłùÖėÖ�ÖóāũóÖ�ùā�óŋĿŋ�ŋ�ŭāłŶĢĿāłŶŋ�ùā�ĢłùĢėłÖöíŋ�

ťŋùāĿ�ŶŋũłÖũ̟ŭā�ŽĿ�ĿŋŶŋũ�ťÖũÖ�Öŭ�ĿŽùÖłöÖŭ�ùÖŭ�łŋŭŭÖŭ�ťũ×ŶĢóÖŭ�ŭŋóĢÖĢŭ̒�ā�ŭāũƑĢũ�ÖŭŭĢĿ�

ùā�ƑāŶŋũ�óũĤŶĢóŋ�óŋłŶũÖ�Öŭ�ĕŋłŶāŭ�ùÖ�ÖóāķāũÖöíŋ�ŭŋóĢÖķ�ā̇�āĿ�žķŶĢĿÖ�ĢłŭŶßłóĢÖ̇�ùā�ÖķėŽłŭ�ùŋŭ�

óŋĿťŋłāłŶāŭ�ƑĢŶÖĢŭ�ŨŽā�ĢĿťŽķŭĢŋłÖĿ�Ö�ĿŽùÖłöÖ�óķĢĿ×ŶĢóÖ̍

Palavras-chave:�ÖóāķāũÖöíŋ�ŭŋóĢÖķ̒�óũĢŭā�óķĢĿ×ŶĢóÖ̒�ŭŋĕũĢĿāłŶŋ�ťŭĤŨŽĢóŋ̒�ŭāłŶĢĿāłŶŋŭ�ùā�

ĢłùĢėłÖöíŋ̍
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Introduction

Âā� Ʃłù� ŋŽũŭāķƑāŭ� Ģł� Ö� óũĢŭĢŭ̍� �āũĞÖťŭ� Ŀŋũā� ŭŋ� łŋƒ� ŶĞÖł� Ģł� ŶĞā� ùāóÖùāŭ� ŭŽóóāāùĢłė�

World War II, people around the world are put to the test. The Covid-19 pandemic has 

dramatically altered our lives and transformed how we perceive and practice work, 

fun, health, everyday life, social interactions, and participation in cultural and sporting 

events, among other things, and it has put a strain on our understandings of what 

democracy and freedom entail. We are tested constantly, both for Covid-19 and for our 

lockdown endurance, and this is taking its toll. People are losing their lives, livelihoods, 

āƑāũƘùÖƘ� ĕÖóā̟Ŷŋ̟ĕÖóā� ĢłŶāũÖóŶĢŋłŭ� Öłù� ̞� Ŷŋ� ťŽŶ� ĢŶ� ðũŽŶÖķķƘ� ̞� ŶĞāĢũ� ĿĢłùŭ̍� �ŭ� łāƒ�

ũāŭāÖũóĞ�ĕũŋĿ�'āłĿÖũĴ�ĞÖŭ�ŭĞŋƒł̇� ķāƑāķŭ�ŋĕ�ĿāłŶÖķ�ùĢŭŶũāŭŭ�ũŋŭā�ŭĢėłĢƩóÖłŶķƘ�ùŽũĢłė�

the country’s January-March 2021 lockdown, causing more people to feel stressed.¹ This 

is hardly surprising, especially when one takes into consideration the abrupt disruption 

ŋĕ�ƒĞÖŶ�Fāŋũė��ĢĿĿāķ�óÖķķāù�̦ŭŋóĢÖðĢķĢŶƘ̧�̞�ŶĞÖŶ�Ģŭ̇�ťāŋťķā̪ŭ�łāāù�Ŷŋ�āłėÖėā�Ģł�ũāėŽķÖũ�

face-to-face interactions.² Here, online interaction does not cut it. As Randall Collins 

recently stated, when people are deprived of embodied interactions due to the pandemic, 

“we can expect they will be more depressed, less energetic, feel less solidarity with other 

people, [and] become more anxious, distrustful, and sometimes hostile”.³ 

The negative consequences of this crisis are thus dire. However, it, too, shall pass. 

Without neglecting the anguishes of the Covid-19 crisis or downplaying its long-term 

cultural, economic, and human consequences, we must be aware that the societal ills 

of another crisis, which is currently more or less ignored, in many ways surmount the 

problems created by the virus. I am, of course, talking about the climate crisis.

The climate crisis is not going away. Carbon dioxide is, to a larger and larger extent, 

pumped into the air and causing extreme devastation. There is no vaccine for this crisis, 

łŋũ� óÖł�ƒā� ũāķƘ� ŋł� Ö� ŶāóĞłŋķŋėĢóÖķ� ŨŽĢóĴ� ƩƗ̇� ÖķŶĞŋŽėĞ� óũāÖŶĢƑā� ðŽŭĢłāŭŭāŭ� Öũā� ŶũƘĢłė�

to invent technology that can magically relieve us from melting ice caps, overheating 

ŋóāÖłŭ�Öłù�Ŀŋũā�ĕũāŨŽāłŶ�Ʃũāŭ�Öłù�ŭŶŋũĿŭ̍�NŋƒāƑāũ̇�ðƘ�Öķķ�ÖóóŋŽłŶŭ̇�ŶĞā�óķĢĿÖŶā�óũĢŭĢŭ�

Ģŭ�ŋłķƘ�ėāŶŶĢłė�ƒŋũŭā̍�ÂĢŶĞŋŽŶ�ŭŋŽłùĢłė�ùāĕāÖŶĢŭŶ̇�ĢŶ�Ģŭ�ĕÖĢũ�Ŷŋ�ŭÖƘ�ŶĞÖŶ�ƒā�Ʃłù�ŋŽũŭāķƑāŭ̇�

as species, in a hitherto unseen predicament that endangers our civilizations as well as 

the survival of the planet as a habitable place for human beings. That is not to say though 

that we cannot try to ameliorate the crisis’s most ominous consequences by changing 

ŋŽũ�ŭŋóĢÖķ�ťũÖóŶĢóāŭ̍� Rłùāāù̇�ƒā�ĿŽŭŶ�ÖóŶ�ùĢƦāũāłŶķƘ�Öłù�ķāÖù�ŶĞā�ƒÖƘ�Ŷŋ�Ö�ŭŽŭŶÖĢłÖðķā�

ŶũÖłŭĢŶĢŋł�̞� ðŽŶ� Ğŋƒ̇� Öłù� ŋł�ƒĞÖŶ� ðÖŭĢŭ̎� ¦Ğāŭā� Öũā� ŶĞā�ĿŋŭŶ� ťāũŶĢłāłŶ� Öłù� ùāóĢŭĢƑā�

ŨŽāŭŶĢŋłŭ�Ŷŋ�āłėÖėā�ƒĢŶĞ�ŶŋùÖƘ̍�zĕ�óŋŽũŭā̇�ŶĞāƘ�óÖłłŋŶ�ðā�ŭŶũĢłėāłŶķƘ�Öłŭƒāũāù�ðƘ�ŋłā�

ùĢŭóĢťķĢłā� Öķŋłā� ̞�ƒā� Öũā� Ģł� ùāŭťāũÖŶā� łāāù� ŋĕ� óŋķķÖðŋũÖŶĢŋł� ÖĿŋłė� Öķķ� ŶĞā� ŭóĢāłóāŭ̇�

especially the social sciences and the humanities. As I am not able to cover all of these 

1 �5GG� ˑ*12'���*QY�&GOQETCEKGU�%QRG�YKVJ�%18+&���#�&CVC�&TKXGP�#RRTQCEJ �˒� EQPUWNVGF� KP�/C[�������CXCKNCDNG�CV��
https://hope-project.dk/#/.

2  Georg Simmel, “The Sociology of Sociability”, American Journal of Sociology ����PQ����
���������������a
3 �4CPFCNN�%QNNKPU��ˑ5QEKCN�&KUVCPEKPI�CU�C�%TKVKECN�6GUV�QH�VJG�/KETQˉ5QEKQNQI[�QH�5QNKFCTKV[ �˒�American Journal of Cultural 

Sociology���
�����������
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ÖóÖùāĿĢó� ÖũāÖŭ�Ğāũā̇� ŶĞāũāĕŋũā� R�ƒĢķķ� óŋłƩłā�ĿƘŭāķĕ� Ŷŋ� ŭŋĿā�ŋĕ� ŶĞā�ťāũŭťāóŶĢƑāŭ� ŶĞÖŶ�

ŭŋóĢŋķŋėƘ�ĞÖŭ�Ŷŋ�ŋƦāũ̍

In this article, my aims are twofold. First, I would like to show that some of the 

problematic aspects of acting on the current climate crisis (and hence constructing new 

social practices that support society’s sustainable transformation) can be partly attributed 

Ŷŋ�ŶĞā�ťĞāłŋĿāłŋł�ŋĕ�ŭŋóĢÖķ�ÖóóāķāũÖŶĢŋł�̞�ŶĞÖŶ�Ģŭ̇�ŶĞā�ĢłóāŭŭÖłŶ�ŭŋóĢÖķ�ÖóóāķāũÖŶĢŋł�ŋĕ�

contemporary society both supports the formation of the climate crisis’s underlying 

ťũŋðķāĿŭ�Öłù�ĞĢłùāũŭ�āƧóĢāłŶ�óŋķķāóŶĢƑā�Öłù�ĢłùĢƑĢùŽÖķ�ÖóŶĢŋł�Ŷŋ�Öùùũāŭŭ�ŶĞāĿ̍��āóŋłù̇�

R�ƒĢķķ�ŭĞŋƒ�ŶĞÖŶ�ŶĞā�óķĢĿÖŶā�óũĢŭĢŭ�Ģŭ�óŋłŶũĢðŽŶĢłė�Ŷŋ�ŶĞā�ùāƑāķŋťĿāłŶ�ŋĕ�ŭťāóĢƩó�ĿāłŶÖķ�

malaises that are only worsened by its acceleration. I will end by examining how anger 

can be understood as a motor for changing our social practices and thus serve as a vector 

of critique against the sources of social acceleration and, ultimately, against some of the 

critical agents propelling climate change. Before continuing, I would like to stress that 

this article purposefully straddles the analytical and the polemical, entailing, especially 

Ģł�ĢŶŭ�ķÖŭŶ�ŭāóŶĢŋł̇�óũĢŶĢóÖķ�ťāũŭťāóŶĢƑāŭ�ŶĞÖŶ�Öũā�łŋŶ�ĞĢùùāł�ðŽŶ�ũÖŶĞāũ�ƩłāķƘ�ĴłĢŶŶāù�ĢłŶŋ�

the analysis.

Social acceleration as societal condition

�óóŋũùĢłė� Ŷŋ�ķũĢóĞ��āóĴ� Öłù�ÂŋķĕėÖłė��ŋłŭŭ̇4 one of the fundamental undertakings 

of sociology is to diagnose the times.5 In fact, it is possible to make the claim that 

sociology, on an overall level, has always had the ambition of trying to diagnose society’s 

essential character.˟ That claim is not hard to support. Sociology’s founding fathers all 

ŽłùāũŶŋŋĴ�ùĢÖėłŋŭāŭ�ŋĕ�ŶĞāĢũ�ŶĢĿāŭ̒�Ŀŋũā�ŭťāóĢƩóÖķķƘ̇�ŶĞāƘ�ÖłÖķƘŭāù�ŶĞā�ŶũÖłŭĢŶĢŋł�ĕũŋĿ�

traditional society to modern society and its implications. Karl Marx, Georg Simmel, 

Emile Durkheim, and Max Weber all focused on the wide-ranging consequences of 

this rupture and the malaises it brought about: anomie, alienation, the “iron cage” of 

modern rationality and the tragedy of culture. In relation to diagnoses of contemporary 

society, the founding fathers’ concepts and analyses are, of course, no longer entirely 

adequate. As many authors have reported, we have moved on to a new historical 

epoch that requires new understandings and concepts to adequately understand this 

transformation. A wide range of names has been given to this epoch, including post-

modernity,7 hypermodernity,8 liquid modernity,9 and late modernity,10 to identify just 

4  Ulrick Beck and Wolfgang Bonss, Die Modernisierung der Moderne (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 2001), 63.
5  The other two main tasks are the theoretical construction of concepts and the empirical testing of theoretical 

assumptions. 
6 �-NCWU�.KEJVDNCW�� ˑ5QEKQNQI[�CPF�VJG�&KCIPQUKU�QH� VJG�6KOGU��QT�� VJG�4GΊGZKXKV[�QH�/QFGTPKV[ �˒ Theory, Culture and 

Society 12, no. 1 (1995): 25-52. 
7  Jean-Francois Lyotard, La condition postmoderne: Rapport sur le savoir�
2CTKU���FKVKQPU�FG�/KPWKV��������
8  Gilles Lipovetsky, Hypermodern Times�
%CODTKFIG��2QNKV[�2TGUU���������
9 �<[IOWPV�$CWOCP��Liquid Modernity�
%CODTKFIG��2QNKV[�2TGUU��������
10  Anthony Giddens, Modernity and Self-Identity: Self and Society in the Late Modern Age�
%CODTKFIG��2QNKV[�2TGUU��������
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a few. Whatever conceptualisation one prefers, the ideas used to capture the essential 

character of this epoch have changed, and so have the malaises that encapsulate our era.

Dŋũ�ŶĞā�ŭÖĴā�ŋĕ�ŶĞĢŭ�ÖũŶĢóķā̇�ŶĞā�ùĢÖėłŋŭĢŭ�ŋĕ�ŶĞā�ŶĢĿāŭ�ŋƦāũāù�ðƘ�FāũĿÖł�ŭŋóĢŋķŋėĢŭŶ�

NÖũŶĿŽŶ��ŋŭÖ�Ģŭ�ŋĕ�ŽŶĿŋŭŶ�ĢĿťŋũŶÖłóā̍�¦Ğāũā�Ģŭ�łŋ�ùŋŽðŶ�ŶĞÖŶ�Ğā�ĞÖŭ�ĿŋŭŶ�ŭĢėłĢƩóÖłŶķƘ�

Öłù�ƒĢŶĞ� ŶĞā� ėũāÖŶāŭŶ� ĢĿťÖóŶ� ÖłÖķƘŭāù� ŋŽũ� āťŋóĞ�̞� ķÖŶā�ĿŋùāũłĢŶƘ�̞� Öŭ� ùāƩłāù�ðƘ� Ö�

central dynamic, namely social acceleration. In his Alienation and Acceleration, Rosa 

constructed a “systematic theory and a sound concept of social acceleration”11 that 

ŭĞŋƒāù�Ğŋƒ�ŭŋóĢÖķ� ÖóóāķāũÖŶĢŋł̇� ðƘ� ĕŋũóā�ŋĕ� ŶĞũāā�ùĢŭŶĢłóŶ� óÖŶāėŋũĢāŭ�̞� ŶāóĞłŋķŋėĢóÖķ̇�

ŭŋóĢÖķ�óĞÖłėā�Öłù�ťÖóā�ŋĕ�ķĢĕā�̞̇�ĞÖŭ�ðāóŋĿā�ŶĞā�ĿŋŭŶ�ĢĿťŋũŶÖłŶ�ŭŋóĢÖķ�ťĞāłŋĿāłŋł�Ģł�

contemporary society. A detailed description of the elements of the theory is not needed 

here, nor is it paramount to give an account of its drivers. What is pertinent, however, is 

addressing Rosa’s main claim that incessant social acceleration in contemporary society 

̞�ŶĞā�ĕŋũĿÖŶĢŋł�ŋĕ�Ö�ĞĢėĞ̟ŭťāāù�ŭŋóĢāŶƘ�̞�ėāłāũÖŶāŭ�ùĢƦāũāłŶ�ĕŋũĿŭ�ŋĕ�ÖķĢāłÖŶĢŋł̍�

As a critical theorist, Rosa thus followed in Marx’s footsteps when he pinpointed 

ÖķĢāłÖŶĢŋł� Öŭ� ŶĞā�ĿŋŭŶ� ŭĢėłĢƩóÖłŶ� ŭŋóĢÖķ� ťÖŶĞŋķŋėƘ� Ģł� óŋłŶāĿťŋũÖũƘ� ŭŋóĢāŶƘ̍� �ŭ� �ŋŭÖ�

made clear, there are various elements of alienation that are associated with human 

beings experiencing alienation from space, things, our actions, time, and ourselves and 

others,12�ðŽŶ�Ğā�óŋłóķŽùāù�ƒĢŶĞ�Ö�ŭĢėłĢƩóÖłŶ�ùĢŭŶĢłóŶĢŋł̆�̦ÂĞÖŶ�ƒā�Öũā�ÖķĢāłÖŶāù�ĕũŋĿ�

through the dictates of speed, I have argued, is not our unchangeable or unalienable 

inner being, but our capacity for the appropriation of the world”.13

The dictates of speed have thus not shattered our capacity for change but blunted 

our capacity to be at one with the world. We are alienated from the world because we 

have rendered it mute, as Rosa argued in a later book.14 The world is mute because we are 

“structurally compelled (from without) and culturally driven (from within) to turn the 

world into a point of aggression”.15�¦Ğā�ƒŋũķù�ĞÖŭ�ðāāł�̞ �ŶĞũŋŽėĞŋŽŶ�ŶĞā�ĞĢŭŶŋũĢóÖķ�āťŋóĞ�

ŋĕ�ĿŋùāũłĢŶƘ�Öłù�ĿāŶĞŋùĢóÖķķƘ�Ʃłā̟ŶŽłāù�Ģł� ķÖŶā�ĿŋùāũłĢŶƘ�̞�ŶŽũłāù�ĢłŶŋ�ŭŋĿāŶĞĢłė�

we control, exploit, attain, master, and thereby make into something useful for our 

ðāłāƩŶŭ�Öķŋłā̍��ŭ�¦Ğāŋùŋũ�Â̍��ùŋũłŋ�Öłù�mÖƗ�NŋũĴĞāĢĿāũ�ŭŶĢťŽķÖŶāù�Öłù�ÖũėŽāù�ĕŋũ�Ģł�

¦Ğā�'ĢÖķāóŶĢó�ŋĕ�1łķĢėŶĞāĿāłŶ̇�ŶĞā�ƒŋũķù�Ģŭ�ėũÖùŽÖķķƘ�ðāĢłė�ùāƩłāù�ðƘ�ŶĞā�ŭŶũŽóŶŽũÖķķƘ�

and culturally imposed elements of instrumentalisation, which are primarily driven by a 

wholesale faith in the mechanisms of capitalism and the wonders of a market economy 

ŶĞÖŶ�ŭāāĿ�Ŷŋ�ĞÖƑā�ðāóŋĿā�ıŽŭŶĢƩÖðķā�āłùŭ�Ģł�ŶĞāĿŭāķƑāŭ̍16  

Coming from the tradition of critical theory, Rosa is compelled not only to diagnose 

the predicaments of contemporary society and direct attention to its embedded social 

pathologies, but also to develop solutions. He suggested that one such solution lies 

in the concept of resonance, which could mitigate the problems of social acceleration 

11  Hartmut Rosa, Acceleration and Alienation�
/CNO¹��057�2TGUU������������
12  Ibid��������
13  Ibid������
14  Hartmut Rosa, The Uncontrollability of the World�
%CODTKFIG��2QNKV[�2TGUU��������
15  Ibid������
16  Theodor W. Adorno and Max Horkheimer. Dialectic of Enlightenment (New York: Verso Books, 1997). 
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and, thereby, address the problems of alienation.17� Rł��āŭŋłÖłóā�̞���ŭŋóĢŋķŋėƘ�ŋĕ�ŋŽũ�

relationship to the world, Rosa explored the concept of resonance as remaining open 

to the world, being present and engaged and thereby being receptive to the fact that 

intersubjective encounters with people and things can alter and transform us. It is in this 

mode, Rosa stated, that the subject becomes capable of appropriating the world in a way 

that transforms the self’s essence through connection with things and other persons.18

Resonance, in short, is therefore a key to unmuting the world and emancipating 

people from alienation. 

In order to substantiate his argument, Rosa analysed various spheres and axes 

of resonance, one of which was nature. Nature, he demonstrated, has always been 

understood as a central sphere of resonance in modernity. However, in modern times, it 

has by and large lost that status and has instead been framed in a context of aggression 

and perceived as something we should conquer, resulting in it being an abstract category 

from which people are, to a very large extent, alienated. We are in a situation, Rosa 

wrote, in which “the idea of a meaningful voice of nature simply does not make sense”,19 

thereby hampering the possibility of resonance and strengthening the comprehension of 

nature as something we can exploit. 

Without the possibility of creating a resonant relationship with nature that is rooted 

in the terms of sustainable transformation, altering social practices towards it becomes 

hard, if not impossible, particularly given that the climate crisis is the result of our high-

ŭťāāù�ùāŭŶũŽóŶĢŋł�ŋĕ�łÖŶŽũā�̛ùāĕŋũāŭŶÖŶĢŋł̇�ŋƑāũƩŭĞĢłė̇�ĢĿťŋƑāũĢŭĞĢłė�ŭŋĢķ�Öŭ�Ö�ũāŭŽķŶ�ŋĕ�

overuse, etc.) and of natural habitats for humans and non-humans alike. I will, however, 

add that Rosa’s reluctance to perceive deceleration as a solution to acceleration and 

alienation20 is misguided when it comes to the compulsory changing of social practices 

in relation to the climate crisis. In order to back up my claim, I will start by directing 

attention to one of the pivotal human consequences of the ongoing destruction of nature, 

namely how it produces mental distress. 

Social acceleration, climate change and mental 
distress

As argued above, the mere speed of constant social acceleration and alienation have 

muted nature. In contemporary high-speed society, nature no longer has a distinct voice 

that clearly resonates with the majority of people. In other words, our social practices 

are not compatible with the establishment of a sustainable association with nature. 

What is often called the Anthropocene21�̞�Ö� ŶāũĿ�ŶĞÖŶ�ƩũŭŶ�Öłù�ĕŋũāĿŋŭŶ�ùāŭĢėłÖŶāŭ�Ö�

17  Hartmut Rosa, Resonance. A Sociology of the Relationship to the World��
%CODTKFIG��2QNKV[�2TGUU�����������
18  Ibid���������
19  Ibid., 273.
20  Ibid., 1-2.
21 �2CWN��,��%TWV\GP�CPF�'WIGPG�(��5VQGTOGT��ˑ6JG�#PVJTQRQEGPG �˒�Global Change Newsletter����
������������
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ėāŋķŋėĢóÖķ� āťŋóĞ� ùÖŶĢłė� ĕũŋĿ� ŶĞā� óŋĿĿāłóāĿāłŶ� ŋĕ� āƗŶāłùāù� ĞŽĿÖł� ĢłƪŽāłóā� ŋł�

1ÖũŶĞ̪ŭ�ėāŋķŋėƘ�Öłù�āóŋŭƘŭŶāĿŭ�̞� Ģŭ�Ö�ťĢƑŋŶÖķ�óŋłóāťŶŽÖķĢŭÖŶĢŋł� Ģł�ũāķÖŶĢŋł�Ŷŋ�óķĢĿÖŶā�

óĞÖłėā̇�Öŭ�ĢŶ�ŽłùāũķĢłāŭ�Ö�ƒāķķ̟āŭŶÖðķĢŭĞāù�ŭóĢāłŶĢƩó�ĕÖóŶ̆�ŶĞā�óķĢĿÖŶā�óũĢŭĢŭ�Ģŭ�ĿÖłĿÖùā̍�

Indeed, only hardcore sceptics believe that climate change is due to “naturally occurring 

ŶũÖłŭĕŋũĿÖŶĢŋłŭ�Ģł�āóŋŭƘŭŶāĿŭ̧�ŋũ�̦ ĞÖťĞÖơÖũù�ƪŽóŶŽÖŶĢŋłŭ̧�ŶĞÖŶ�ƒā�óÖłłŋŶ�ùŋ�ÖłƘŶĞĢłė�

about. The rest of us know by now that people’s actions in the Anthropocene have not 

only produced climate change but are accelerating it. 

As we produce and reproduce this rupture with nature and thereby produce and 

reproduce the devastating consequences of the climate crisis, we are also supporting 

ŶĞā�ŋłėŋĢłė�óũāÖŶĢŋł�ŋĕ�ĕŽłùÖĿāłŶÖķ�ķŋŭŭāŭ�̞�ŶĞÖŶ�Ģŭ̇�ŋŽũ�óŋłŶĢłŽŋŽŭ�ùāŭŶũŽóŶĢŋł�ŋĕ�ŶĞā�

planet’s ecosystems creates losses that are irreversible. Indeed, the rapid extinction of 

various plants and animals, the destruction of habitats and mutations to pollinators, 

among other consequences, are irrevocable. However, these losses also, as I will show 

Ģł�ƒĞÖŶ�ĕŋķķŋƒŭ̇�ĞÖƑā�ŭťāóĢƩó�ĿāłŶÖķ�ĢĿťÖóŶŭ�ŋł�ťāŋťķā̇�ĿÖĴĢłė�ŶĞā�óŋłóāťŶ�ŋĕ�ķŋŭŭ�ĴāƘ�

to the understanding of this human predicament. The question, therefore, is how we are 

able to understand loss.

As Swiss sociologist Nina Jakoby has argued, there are several categories of loss, 

but we can break the idea into two dimensions: personhood/artefact and materiality/

immateriality.22 By making this distinction, we are furthermore able to sort loss 

experiences into three general categories: “(a) relationship loss (personal, animal), (b) 

status loss (way of being, such as health, or job), and (c) (im)material object loss (e.g., 

artefacts, places, ideals).”23 

It is important to stipulate that each of these experiences of loss is connected 

Ŷŋ� ŭťāóĢƩó� āĿŋŶĢŋłÖķ� ũāŭťŋłŭāŭ̇� Ģ̍ā̍̇� ŶĞā� ķŋŭŭ� ŋĕ� ŭŶÖŶŽŭ� óÖł� ķāÖù� Ŷŋ� ŶĞā� āĿāũėāłóā�

of frustration, and the loss of a loved one is most often followed by grief. The loss of 

nature discussed here is clearly within the realm of the last category. Further, as I will 

specify, the loss of nature that is driven by rapid social acceleration and that triggers a 

lack of resonance with nature produces the emotional responses of mental distress. In 

viewing the loss this way, I can make more concrete some of the consequences of social 

acceleration in connection with the climate crisis. More precisely, I will focus on two 

types of distress that follow the incessant loss of nature: solastalgia and ecological grief. 

These are not, of course, the only negative mental responses to the climate crisis. 

There are intense international discussions about rising climate anxiety,24 the impact 

of the climate crisis on depression,25 and the proliferation of climate stress.26 I believe 

they cover the range of mental distresses caused by the climate crisis in the best and 

22 �0KPC�4��,CMQD[��ˑ6JG�5GNH�CPF�5KIPKΉECPV�1VJGTU��6QYCTF�C�5QEKQNQI[�QH�.QUU �˒�Illness, Crisis and Loss 23, no. 2 (2015): 
�������

23  Ibid., 112.
24 �5WUCP�%NC[VQP��ˑ%NKOCVG�#PZKGV[��2U[EJQNQIKECN�4GURQPUGU�VQ�%NKOCVG�%JCPIG �˒�Journal of Anxiety Disorders��PQ�����

(2020). 
25 �*CTKU�/CLGGF�CPF�,QPCVJCP�.GG��ˑ6JG�+ORCEV�QH�%NKOCVG�%JCPIG�QP�;QWVJ�&GRTGUUKQP�CPF�/GPVCN�*GCNVJ˒��The Lancet 

���,WPG�
�������������
26 � ,QCPPG�%CVJGTKPG� ,QTFCP�� ˑ5YKOOKPI�#NQPG!�6JG�4QNG� QH�5QEKCN�%CRKVCN� KP� 'PJCPEKPI�.QECN�4GUKNKGPEG� VQ�%NKOCVG�

5VTGUU��#�%CUG�5VWF[�HTQO�$CPINCFGUJ �˒�Climate and Development 7, no. 2 (2015): 110-123.
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ĿŋŭŶ�łŽÖłóāù�ĿÖłłāũ̍�¦ĞāƘ�āłķĢėĞŶāł�Žŭ�Öŭ�Ŷŋ�ŶĞā�ťŋũŋŽŭ�ťũāùĢóÖĿāłŶ�ƒā�Ʃłù�ŋŽũŭāķƑāŭ�

in while also persuasively identifying the mental consequences of the situation. Yet, 

Ģł�āłėÖėĢłė�ƒĢŶĞ�ŶĞāŭā�ťĞāłŋĿāłÖ̇�ƒā�Öķŭŋ�ùĢũāóŶ�ÖŶŶāłŶĢŋł�Ŷŋ�ŭŋĿā�ŋĕ�ŶĞā�ùĢƧóŽķŶĢāŭ�

surrounding the societal recognition of mental reactions to the climate crisis.

Solastalgia

We are indebted to Australian philosopher Glen Albrect for the term “solastalgia”.27 His 

work in the Hunter Region of New South Wales, Australia, where the rapid expansion 

of open-pit coal mining, increasing power station pollution, and general obliteration of 

natural habitats, made him aware of the relationship between ecosystem distress and 

human distress. Inspired in particular by Elyne Mitchel, namely that the loss of psychic 

stability can be instigated when people experience the loss of their earthly roots, Albrect 

sought a suitable concept to describe the malaises he witnessed in this particular part of 

ĞĢŭ�ĞŋĿāķÖłù̍�zł�ŶĞā�ðÖŭĢŭ�ŋĕ�ŶĞĢŭ�ũāŭāÖũóĞ̇�Ğā�óŋĢłāù�ŶĞā�ŶāũĿ�ŭŋķÖŭŶÖķėĢÖ̇�ƒĞĢóĞ�̦ũāĕāũŭ�

to the pain or distress caused by the loss of, or inability to derive, solace connected to the 

negatively perceived state of one’s home environment. Solastalgia exists when there is 

the lived experience of the physical desolation of home”.28

The term has its origins in the concepts of solace and desolation. When consulting the 

ùĢóŶĢŋłÖũƘ̇�ŋłā�Ʃłùŭ�ŶĞÖŶ�ŭŋķÖóā�Ģŭ�ùāũĢƑāù�ĕũŋĿ�ŭŋķÖũĢ�Öłù�ŭŋķÖóĢŽĿ̇�Öłù�ĞÖŭ�ĿāÖłĢłėŭ�

connected to the alleviation of distress or the provision of comfort or consolation in the 

ĕÖóā�ŋĕ�ùĢŭŶũāŭŭĢłė�āƑāłŶŭ̍�'āŭŋķÖŶĢŋł̇�ŋł�ŶĞā�ŋŶĞāũ�ĞÖłù̇�̦ĞÖŭ�ĢŶŭ�ŋũĢėĢłŭ�Ģł�̨ùāŭŋķÖũā̪�

with meanings connected to abandonment and loneliness… In addition, the concept has 

been constructed such that it has a ghost reference or structural similarity to nostalgia so 

that a place reference is imbedded”.29

In my view, what makes solastalgia such a durable and intriguing concept is its 

āĿťĢũĢóÖķ� ÖťťķĢóÖðĢķĢŶƘ̇� ŭóĞŋķÖŭŶĢó� ŭóÖƦŋķùĢłė̇� Öłù� ĢłŶŽĢŶĢƑā� ũĢėĞŶłāŭŭ̍30 Whereas 

Albrecht showed how to apply it empirically in a pertinent way and in great detail, I will 

here focus on the latter because, if we relate to the concept’s focus on loss, desolation, 

and lack of possibilities, we can understand why the climate crisis produces the mental 

distress of solastalgia and why, by all accounts, it will continue to do so. If we take the 

concept seriously and accept that what we are currently witnessing is, in many ways, 

a grand-scale expansion of what Albrecht addressed, we are informed that droughts, 

ƪŋŋùĢłė̇� ŋƑāũĞāÖŶĢłė� Öłù� ŶĞā� ŋƑāũƒĞāķĿĢłė� ùĢŭÖťťāÖũÖłóā� ŋĕ� ŭŶÖðķā� ùƒāķķĢłėŭ� Öłù�

habitats, and we see that homes around the world are not only being lost but the 

27 �)NGPP�#NDTGEJV�� ˑ5QNCUVCNIKC��#�0GY�%QPEGRV� KP�*WOCP�*GCNVJ� CPF� +FGPVKV[ �˒�PAN (Philosophy, Activism, Nature) 3. 
(2005).

28 �)NGPP�#NDTGEJV�GV�CN���ˑ5QNCUVCNIKC��6JG�&KUVTGUU�%CWUGF�D[�'PXKTQPOGPVCN�%JCPIG �˒�Australian Psychiatry 15 (2007): 96.
29 � )NGPP�#NDTGEJV�� ˑ5QNCUVCNIKC�� #�0GY�%QPEGRV� KP�*WOCP�*GCNVJ� CPF� +FGPVKV[ �˒�PAN (Philosophy, Activism, Nature) 3 


����������
30 �#PFGTU�2GVGTUGP��ˑ0¦T�MNKOCGVU�VKNUVCPF�I¹T�QPFV��(¹NGNUGT�K�MNKOCMTKUGPU�VKF�=9JGP�VJG�%QPFKVKQPU�QH�VJG�%NKOCVG�#TG�

*WTVKPI��(GGNKPIU�KP�VJG�#IG�QH�VJG�%NKOCVG�%TKUKU? �˒�KP�Det går til Helvete. Eller?: Om kjærlighet, sorg og raseri i natur- og 
klimakrisens tid��-��+��$L¹TN[MJCWI�CPF�#��,QJCP�8GVNGUGP�GFU��
1UNQ��&KPCOQ�(QTNCI��������
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ťŋŭŭĢðĢķĢŶƘ�ŋĕ�ƩłùĢłė�ŭŋķÖóā�Ģŭ�Öŭ�ƒāķķ̍�ÂĞāł�ķŋŭŭ�Ģŭ�ĢũũāƑāũŭĢðķā̇�ŭŋķÖóā�Ģŭ�ķāĕŶ�ŋŽŶ�ŋĕ�ŶĞā�

āŨŽÖŶĢŋł̍�Nŋƒ�óÖł�ŭŋķÖóā�ðā�ĕŋŽłù�Ģł�ŭŋĿāŶĞĢłė�ŶĞÖŶ�Ģŭ�ùĢŭÖťťāÖũĢłė�̞�Öłù�ùĢŭÖťťāÖũĢłė�

at such an increasingly rapid pace? 

Though Albrecht did not emphasise the acceleration of losses, I believe it is worth 

underscoring. Speed is a matter of concern here, and time is of the essence. It is a fact that 

the acceleration of the climate crisis is self-reinforcing in that the ongoing destruction 

ŋĕ� łÖŶŽũā� ĢłóũāÖŭĢłėķƘ� ĞÖŭ� ùāƑÖŭŶÖŶĢłė� āƦāóŶŭ� ŋł� ťāŋťķā̍� Dķŋŋùŭ̇� ùũŋŽėĞŶŭ̇� Ʃũāŭ̇� Öłù�

other harmful events increase every year, ultimately leading us to question the stable 

positioning of what we call home. The increasing insecurity of this otherwise vital facet 

ŋĕ�ťāŋťķā̪ŭ�ķĢƑāŭ�̞�ťāŋťķā̪ŭ�ĞŋĿāŭ�Öũā�ŋĕŶāł�ŭāāł�Öŭ�ŭÖĕā�ťķÖóāŭ�ƒĞāũā�ŶĞāƘ�óÖł�ũāķÖƗ�̞�Ģŭ�

detrimental to the feeling of security. Hence, on a planet where more and more areas are 

becoming impossible to live in and the possibility of recovering what is lost is not only 

ùĢƧóŽķŶ�ðŽŶ�ŋŽŶũĢėĞŶ�ĢĿťŋŭŭĢðķā̇�Ö�óāłŶũÖķ�óŋĿťŋłāłŶ�ŋĕ�ĞŽĿÖł�ŭÖĕāŶƘ�Ģŭ�Öķŭŋ�ðāĢłė�ķŋŭŶ̍�

¦ĞŽŭ̇�ƒĞāł�ƩłùĢłė�ŭŋķÖóā� Ģł� ŶĞā�ťŋŭŭĢðĢķĢŶƘ�ŋĕ� ũāƑāũŭĢłė� ŶĞā�ŭĢŶŽÖŶĢŋł� Ģŭ�łŋŶ�ťŋŭŭĢðķā̇�

mental distress is surely worsened. 

What can be done? As mentioned, Albrecht highlighted nostalgia as a key component 

in his conceptualisation of solastalgia. While nostalgia is no longer construed as a mental 

illness, as was the case many decades ago, it still refers to an upsetting yearning for 

better times. As Fred Davies once wrote, “Nostalgia is more a crepuscular emotion. It 

takes hold when the dark of impending change is seen to be encroaching, although not so 

fast as to make a monster loom where but a moment ago stood a coat tree”.31

However, even though the emotion of nostalgia is understandable and perhaps even 

desirable at times, the positive valorisation of the past it connotes does not do much 

good when it comes to the climate crisis. Whereas a nostalgic perspective on the past 

can ignite political and social movements that actively work towards a societal return 

to the 1950s (we see this all too clearly across Europe), this type of return is not possible 

when it comes to the climate crisis. We cannot retrieve what is being lost. There is no 

turning back the clock when it comes to extinct species, the creation of unlivable areas 

due to increased water levels, the wastelands produced by the expansion of mining and 

the complete disappearance of landscapes due to heavy pollution. Therefore, as Albrecht 

argued, nostalgia in relation to the climate crisis can come with feelings of loneliness 

and powerlessness, which only add to the experience of mental distress. When people 

are placed in genuinely unalterable situations, nostalgia about a past that is impossible 

Ŷŋ�ũāŶũĢāƑā�ĿÖƘ�Öùù�ĢłŭŽķŶ�Ŷŋ�ĢłıŽũƘ�Öłù�āƗÖŭťāũÖŶā�ĿāłŶÖķ�ŭŽƦāũĢłė̍�¦ĞŽŭ̇�Öŭ�R�ƒĢķķ�ÖũėŽā�

later, in order to tackle this situation, the societal embedding of emotions such as anger 

is needed.

31  Fred Davies, Yearning for Yesterday. A Sociology of Nostalgia (New York: Free Press, 1979), 110.
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Solastalgia: A mental illness?

złā�ŭĞŋŽķù�ÖķƒÖƘŭ�ðā�óÖũāĕŽķ�ƒĞāł�ùāƑāķŋťĢłė�łāƒ�óŋłóāťŶŭ�ŶĞÖŶ�ĕũÖĿā�ĿāłŶÖķ�ŭŽƦāũĢłė�

as an illness. As has clearly been the case in recent years, the emergence of a diagnostic 

culture32 has meant that more and more mental reactions to societal problems are 

óķÖŭŭĢƩāù�Öŭ�ĿāłŶÖķ�Ģķķłāŭŭāŭ�̞�ŶĞÖŶ�Ģŭ̇�ŶĞāũā�ĞÖŭ�ðāāł�Ö�ŭŶāÖùƘ�ĢłóũāÖŭā�Ģł�ŶĞā�ÖĿŋŽłŶ�

of people diagnosed with mental illnesses, such as anxiety, depression and ADHD, and 

one could argue that the threshold for being diagnosed as such has widened. The obvious 

question in relation to solastalgia is therefore whether we should perceive it as a mental 

Ģķķłāŭŭ� ŶĞÖŶ� óŋŽķù� Ʃłù� ĢŶŭ� ƒÖƘ� ĢłŶŋ� ŋłā� ŋĕ� ŶĞā� ùĢÖėłŋŭŶĢó�ĿÖłŽÖķŭ̇� ŭŽóĞ� Öŭ� ŶĞā� '�m̍�

�ķðũāóĞŶ�ŭāāĿŭ�Ŷŋ�ĞÖƑā�ĿÖùā�ŶĞā�ÖũėŽĿāłŶ�ŶĞÖŶ�ƒā�ŋŽėĞŶ�Ŷŋ�̞�ťŋŶāłŶĢÖķķƘ�̞�ĿÖĴā�ũŋŋĿ�

for solastalgia in the diagnostic manuals. However, as Seamus MacSuibhne has forcefully 

ÖũėŽāù̇�ŭāƑāũÖķ�ƪÖėŭ�ŭĞŋŽķù�ðā�ũÖĢŭāù�Ğāũā̇�ŶĞā�ĿŋŭŶ�ťĢƑŋŶÖķ�ðāĢłė�ŶĞÖŶ�ŭŋķÖŭŶÖķėĢÖ�ŭĞŋŽķù�

ðā�ŽłùāũŭŶŋŋù�Öŭ�Ö�ŭŋóĢÖķ�ũÖŶĞāũ�ŶĞÖł�Ö�ĿāłŶÖķ�ĕŋũĿ�ŋĕ�ŭŽƦāũĢłė�Öłù�ŶĞÖŶ�ƒā�ŭĞŋŽķù�ŶĞŽŭ�

treat it socio-politically rather than medically.33 

Solastalgia is not an individual health problem. There is no doubt about the fact 

that during the last four decades or so, we have witnessed a process of relentless 

individualisation of mental malaises: anxiety, depression, ADHD, autism, etcetera.34 

However, going down this road is not only a dangerous impasse that we need to be aware 

of, it is a process we should actively counter. And solastalgia precisely directs attention 

to the structurally imposed problems of the ongoing process of ruthlessly exploiting 

nature, and it cannot be reduced to an individual problem that needs to be addressed 

ĢłùĢƑĢùŽÖķķƘ̍� ¦ĞÖŶ� Ģŭ� łŋŶ� Ŷŋ� ŭÖƘ̇� ĞŋƒāƑāũ̇� ŶĞÖŶ� ĢłùĢƑĢùŽÖķŭ� ŭŽƦāũĢłė� ĕũŋĿ� ŭŋķÖŭŶÖķėĢÖ�

are not in need of focused attention or care. We would do a disservice to the problem 

ŋĕ�ŭŋķÖŭŶÖķėĢÖ� Ģĕ�ƒā�ƒāũā� Ŷŋ�ùĢŭóŋłłāóŶ� ĢŶ� ĕũŋĿ�ŶĞā�ÖóŶŽÖķ�Öłù�ťÖĢłĕŽķ�ŭŽƦāũĢłė�ťāŋťķā�

āłùŽũā�ùŽā�Ŷŋ�ŶĞā�óķĢĿÖŶā�óũĢŭĢŭ̍�RłŭŶāÖù�ŋĕ�ƒũĢŶĢłė�ĢŶ�ŋƦ�Öŭ�Ö�ŭŋóĢÖķķƘ�ũāťÖĢũÖðķā�ťũŋðķāĿ̇�

ƒā�ŭĞŋŽķù�ťÖƘ�āƑāł�Ŀŋũā�ÖŶŶāłŶĢŋł� Ŷŋ� ĢŶ�ėŋĢłė� ĕŋũƒÖũù̇�Öŭ�ĞŽĿÖł�ŭŽƦāũĢłė� ũāŭŽķŶĢłė�

from the climate crisis will likely increase.

Ecological grief

ÂĞÖŶ�Ģŭ�̦āóŋķŋėĢóÖķ�ėũĢāḝ�Öłù�Ğŋƒ�ùŋāŭ�ŶĞĢŭ�ùāŭóũĢťŶĢŋł�ũāķÖŶā�Ŷŋ�ŶĞā�ĿāłŶÖķ�ŭŽƦāũĢłė�

caused by the climate crisis? To answer this, we must start by looking at the phenomenon 

of grief itself.

mŋŭŶ�ťāŋťķā�ƒĢķķ̇�ÖŶ� ŭŋĿā�ťŋĢłŶ̇� ķŋŭā�Ö�ŭĢėłĢƩóÖłŶ�ŋŶĞāũ�Öłù� ŶĞāũāĕŋũā�āƗťāũĢāłóā�

grief as the painfulness of the permanent absence of another person.35 In that respect, 

32  Svend Brinkamnn, Diagnostic Cultures (London: Routledge, 2016).
33 �5GCOWU�2��/CE5WKDJPG��ˑ9JCV�/CMGU�ˑC�0GY�/GPVCN�+NNPGUU˒!��6JG�%CUGU�QH�5QNCUVCNIKC�CPF�*WDTKU�5[PFTQOG �˒�Cosmos 

and History: The Journal of Natural and Social Philosophy 5, no. 2 (2009): 223.
34  Nikolas Rose Our Psychiatric Future�
%CODTKFIG��2QNKV[�2TGUU�������
35 � #PFGTU� 2GVGTUGP� CPF�/KEJCGN�*�� ,CEQDUGP�a ˑ)TKGH� �� 6JG� 2CKPHWNPGUU� QH� 2GTOCPGPV�*WOCP�#DUGPEG �˒� KP�Emotions, 

Everyday Life and Sociology��/KEJCGN�*��,CEQDUGP�GF�a
.QPFQP��4QWVNGFIG������������������
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grief is an emotion related to absence that arises when we realise that someone near and 

ùāÖũ�Ģŭ�ķŋŭŶ̍�ÂĢŶĞĢł�ŶĞā�óŋłƩłāŭ�ŋĕ�ŶĞĢŭ�ŽłùāũŭŶÖłùĢłė̇�ķŋŭŭ�Ģŭ�ŋĕŶāł�ũāķÖŶāù�Ŷŋ�ŭŋĿāŋłā̪ŭ�

ùāÖŶĞ� ŋũ� ķāÖƑā̇� ŭŽóĞ� Öŭ� Ö� ŭĢėłĢƩóÖłŶ� ŋŶĞāũ̍� ¦Ğā� ÖðŭŋķŽŶā� Öðŭāłóā� ŋĕ� ÖłŋŶĞāũ� ťāũŭŋł�

ÖŽŶŋĿÖŶĢóÖķķƘ� ėāłāũÖŶāŭ� ŶĞā� āƗťāũĢāłóā� ŋĕ� ƒĞÖŶ� `āÖł̟�ÖŽķ� �ÖũŶũā� óÖķķāù� Ö� ̨óŋłóũāŶā�

nothingness’,36 by which he meant the existential realisation that someone is missing 

for good. Pierre, in Sartre’s famous example, is simply not there anymore and will, in 

fact, never return. 

Second, with the help of David Hume, we can state that grief should be perceived 

as a basic human condition. Alternatively, we can perhaps understand it by claiming 

that it is a basic human emotion. In A Treatise on Human Nature, Hume considered 

ėũĢāĕ�̛ÖķŋłėŭĢùā�ĕāÖũ̇�Ğŋťā̇�Öłù�ıŋƘ̜�Ŷŋ�ðā�ŋłā�ŋĕ�ŶĞā�ðÖŭĢó�ĞŽĿÖł�āĿŋŶĢŋłŭ�̞�ƒĞÖŶ�Ğā�

referred to as “direct passions”.37 For my purposes here, what is important is Hume’s 

ťũŋóķÖĿÖŶĢŋł�ŶĞÖŶ�ėũĢāĕ�Ģŭ�Ö�ĞŽĿÖł�āĿŋŶĢŋł�̦ ƒũĢŶ�ķÖũėā̧�Ģł�Öķķ�ĢŶŭ�ŋƑāũƒĞāķĿĢłė�āƦāóŶŭ̍38 

It is also important to state that most people will experience grief at some point in their 

lives when someone dies or leaves. 

It is beyond the scope of this article to discuss all the implications of these 

statements, so I will limit myself to approaching ecological grief as a human emotion of 

permanent absence by asking the following questions: what triggers this emotion, and 

how is it expressed? When it comes to the former, one quickly realises that very little 

ũāŭāÖũóĞ�ĞÖŭ� óŋłŭĢùāũāù� āóŋķŋėĢóÖķ� ėũĢāĕ� Öŭ� Öł� ÖũāÖ� ŋĕ� ĕŋũĿÖķ� ŭóĢāłŶĢƩó� ĢłŨŽĢũƘ̍�ÂĞāł�

research has been undertaken, the triggers of ecological grief are presented as rather 

obvious, namely the immediate loss of nature, habitats, and inhabitable places.39 Make 

no mistake: this development is, by itself, worth grieving, and it evokes responses such 

as sadness, pain, yearning, and worry. However, I would like to present a more elaborate 

answer: what is being lost are future possibilities. In that respect, ecological grief is also 

about the anticipation of possibilities lost, which echoes what Erich Lindemann coined 

in 1944 as “anticipatory grief”. In Lindemann’s thinking, anticipatory grief emerges 

Öŭ�Ö�óŋłŭāŨŽāłóā�ŋĕ�Ö�ŭťāóĢƩó�ŶƘťā�ŋĕ�ŭāťÖũÖŶĢŋł̆�ŶĞÖŶ�ũāŭŽķŶĢłė�ĕũŋĿ�Ö�ķĢĴāķƘ�ùāÖŶĞ̍��ŭ�

Lindemann pointed out when explaining the concept:

The patient is so concerned with her adjustment after the potential death of father 

or son that she goes through all the phases of grief – depression, heightened 

preoccupation with the departed, a review of all the forms of death that might befall 

him, and anticipation of the modes of readjustment which might be necessitated by 

it.40

36  Jean-Paul Sartre, Being and Nothingness, (London: Philosophical Library, 1956).
37  David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature�
1ZHQTF��1ZHQTF�7PKXGTUKV[�2TGUU��������
38 �+V�OKIJV�PQV�DG�VJG�ECUG��+�MPQY��VJCV�ITKGH�CNUQ�SWCNKΉGU�CU�YJCV�UQOG�GOQVKQP�TGUGCTEJGTU�ECNN�C�ˑDCUKE�GOQVKQP �˒�DWV�

it is nevertheless my contention that this understanding is valid and useful for the purposes of this article.
39 �#UJNGG�%WPUQNQ�CPF�'NNKU��0GXKNNG�4��ˑ'EQNQIKECN�ITKGH�CU�C�OGPVCN�JGCNVJ�TGURQPUG�VQ�ENKOCVG�EJCPIG�TGNCVGF�NQUU �˒�

Nature Climate Change 8, PQ����
���������������
40  Erich Lindemann, “The Symptomatology and Management of Acute Grief”, American Journal of Psychiatry�����
�������

����
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It is obvious that the form of separation that triggers anticipatory grief is twofold. First, 

ŶĞāũā�Ģŭ�ŶĞā�ÖóŶŽÖķ�ťĞƘŭĢóÖķ�ŭāťÖũÖŶĢŋł̆�ŭāłùĢłė�ŋłā̪ŭ�ŭŋł̇�ĞŽŭðÖłù�ŋũ�ĕÖŶĞāũ�ŋƦ�Ŷŋ�ƒÖũ̍�

Second, there is a powerful emotional separation: the raging uncertainties, feelings of 

insecurity and fear of death that follow such a departure. It is particularly the latter that 

produces the grief responses mentioned by Lindemann. 

Ecological grief is also triggered by the potentialities of death captured by the 

concept of anticipatory grief. Yet, there seems to be one more layer to the phenomenon of 

ecological grief, which we can elucidate and capture by calling it “deep ecological grief”. 

Dŋũ�ŶĞā�ķŋŭŭ�ŋĕ�łÖŶŽũā�̞ �ĿāķŶĢłė�Ģóā�óÖťŭ̇�ũĢŭĢłė�ŭāÖ�ķāƑāķŭ̇�ùāĕŋũāŭŶÖŶĢŋł�Öłù�ŋŶĞāũ�āƦāóŶŭ�

ŋĕ� óķĢĿÖŶā� óĞÖłėā� ̞� łŋŶ� ŋłķƘ� ũāùŽóāŭ� ŶĞā� ťŋŭŭĢðĢķĢŶĢāŭ� ŋĕ� óũāÖŶĢłė� Ö� ėŋŋù� ĢĿĿāùĢÖŶā�

future or making us grieve for what will potentially come; rather, the loss profoundly 

questions our entire ability to secure a good and positive future for the generations to 

come. The depth of this grief, then, is activated by the permanent absence of something 

as vital to people as their embedded ability and inclination to develop a better and more 

accommodating future for their children and grandchildren than the one they foresaw for 

themselves growing up. The presence of this aggravating emotion focuses our attention 

on the ways in which this form of deep ecological grief may be expressed. 

In order to illuminate this concept more clearly, I will draw on the phenomenologically 

ĢłĕŋũĿāù�ũāŭāÖũóĞ�ŋł�ėũĢāĕ̍�Nāũā̇� ĢŶ� Ģŭ�óŋĿĿŋł�Ŷŋ�ũāĕāũ�Ŷŋ�ƩũŭŶ̟ťāũŭŋł�āƗťāũĢāłóāŭ�ŋĕ�

ðāũāÖƑāĿāłŶ�Öŭ�ķŋŭĢłė�ťÖũŶ�ŋĕ�ŋłā̪ŭ�ŋƒł�ðŋùƘ̇�ŶĞāũāðƘ�ũāƪāóŶĢłė�ŶĞā�ĢĿĿāłŭā�ťÖĢł�ŋĕ�

ŶĞā� ķŋŭŭ�ŋĕ�Ö�ŭĢėłĢƩóÖłŶ�ŋŶĞāũ̍41 For example, as Thomas Fuchs wrote in an important 

article:

To a certain extent, bereavement may thus be regarded as analogous to a bodily 

mutilation or even amputation. This may be expressed in statements of bereaved 

individuals such as: “as if my inside had been torn out and left a terrible wound” the 

ķŋŭŶ�ŋłā�ĞÖŭ�ðāāł�̦óŽŶ�ŋƦ̧̇�̦Öŭ�Ģĕ�ĞÖķĕ�ŋĕ�ĿƘŭāķĕ�ƒÖŭ�ĿĢŭŭĢłȩ̇̇�ŋũ�ŭĢĿĢķÖũ̍42 

If we relate this description of grief to deep ecological grief, the following questions arise: 

do we lose part of ourselves when vital parts of nature are lost? Are the consequences 

of the climate crisis in some sense mutilating and amputating us? The most plausible 

answer to these questions is yes, and this is exactly what is rooted in the concept of deep 

ecological grief because an amputation is an irreversible occurrence. While one can try 

to replace a human limb with a plastic or metal device, one can never replace lost parts 

of nature. Melted ice caps will not come back, and extinct species will not magically 

41 � /CVVJGY� 4CVENKΆG�� ˑ)TKGH� CPF� 2JCPVQO� .KODU�� #� 2JGPQOGPQNQIKECN� %QORCTKUQP˒� 
������� TGVTKGXGF� KP� (GDTWCT[�
������ CXCKNCDNG� CV� JVVRU���YYY�TGUGCTEJICVG�PGV�RTQΉNG�/CVVJGYA4CVENKΆG��RWDNKECVKQP����������A)TKGHACPFA
RJCPVQOANKODU�NKPMU��F��E�H�C�HFEE����FCH�H��)TKGH�CPF�RJCPVQO�NKODU�RFH

42  Thomas Fuchs, “Presence in Absence. The Ambiguous Phenomenology of Grief”, Phenomenological Cognitive Science 17 

����������
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reappear. Therefore, deep ecological grief can best be understood as mourning the 

amputation of parts of nature that ensured a good future for generations to come. 

Furthermore, the pace of the mutilation of nature makes deep ecological grief even 

Ŀŋũā�ŭÖķĢāłŶ�Öłù�ŭĢėłĢƩóÖłŶ̍�Rł�Ö�ŭŋóĢÖķķƘ�ÖóóāķāũÖŶāù�ƒŋũķù�Ģł�ƒĞĢóĞ�ŶĞā�óķĢĿÖŶā�óũĢŭĢŭ�

Ģŭ�Öķŭŋ�ÖóóāķāũÖŶĢłė̇�ŋłā�ĿĢėĞŶ�āƗťāóŶ�Ö�ŭĢėłĢƩóÖłŶ�ťũŋķĢĕāũÖŶĢŋł�ŋĕ�ŶĞĢŭ�ŶƘťā�ŋĕ�ĿāłŶÖķ�

ŭŽƦāũĢłė� Ģł� ŶĞā�łāÖũ� ĕŽŶŽũā̍�NŋƒāƑāũ̇� ŶĞÖŶ� Ģŭ� łŋŶ� Ŷŋ� ŭÖƘ� ŶĞÖŶ� ŶĞĢŭ� ŶƘťā� ŋĕ� ŭŽƦāũĢłė� Ģŭ�

ũāóŋėłĢŭāù�Ģł�óŋłŶāĿťŋũÖũƘ�ŭŋóĢāŶƘ̍�zł�ŶĞā�óŋłŶũÖũƘ̇�ŋłā�óŋŽķù�ÖũėŽā�ŶĞÖŶ�ĢŶ�Ģŭ�łŋŶ̍�

Deep ecological grief as a form of disenfranchised 
grief

As Ashlee Consolo and Karen Landman43 wrote, the general lack of recognition of 

ecological grief in contemporary society is widespread and deeply concerning. It is as 

ŶĞŋŽėĞ� ŶĞā� ŽłùāũāĿťĞÖŭĢŭĢłė� ŋĕ� ŶĞĢŭ� ŶƘťā� ŋĕ� ĿāłŶÖķ� ŭŽƦāũĢłė� ĞÖŭ� ķāù� Ŷŋ� ŶĞā� ŭŋóĢŋ̟

political rejection of the problem. Ecological grief is not taken seriously because it does 

łŋŶ� ƩŶ� ŶĞā� ėāłāũÖķ� ŭŋóĢāŶÖķ� āƗťāóŶÖŶĢŋłŭ� ŋĕ� ƒĞÖŶ� Ģŭ� ėũĢāƑÖðķā̍� Rł� ĿÖłƘ� ũāŭťāóŶŭ̇� ŶĞā�

grievability of losses of nature has not found its way into the socio-political vernacular 

of what we ought to mourn. The same goes, of course, when it comes to deep ecological 

ėũĢāĕ̍�złā�ƒÖƘ�Ŷŋ�ŽłùāũŭŶÖłù�ŶĞĢŭ�ŭāāĿĢłėķƘ�ķÖóĴ�ŋĕ�ÖóóāťŶÖðĢķĢŶƘ̇�ÖťťũŋťũĢÖŶāłāŭŭ̇�Öłù�

normative legitimacy when it comes to deep ecological grief is to make use of the concept 

of “disenfranchised grief”. American gerontologist Kenneth J. Doka coined the term44 

Öłù�ùāƩłāù�ĢŶ�Ģł�ŶĞā�ĕŋķķŋƒĢłė�ĿÖłłāũ̆�

The concept of disenfranchised grief recognizes that societies have sets of norms – in 

āƦāóŶ�̦ėũĢāƑĢłė�ũŽķāŭ̧�̞�ŶĞÖŶ�ÖŶŶāĿťŶ�Ŷŋ�ŭťāóĢĕƘ�ƒĞŋ̇�ƒĞāł̇�ƒĞāũā̇�Ğŋƒ̇�Ğŋƒ�ķŋłė̇�

Öłù�ĕŋũ�ƒĞŋĿ�ťāŋťķā�ŭĞŋŽķù�ėũĢāƑā̍�¦Ğāŭā�ėũĢāƑĢłė�ũŽķāŭ�ĿÖƘ�ðā�óŋùĢƩāù�Öŭ�ťāũŭŋłÖķ�

ťŋķĢóĢāŭ�̛̜̍̍̍��ŽóĞ�ťŋķĢóĢāŭ�ũāƪāóŶ�ŶĞā�ĕÖóŶ�ŶĞÖŶ�āÖóĞ�ŭŋóĢāŶƘ�ùāƩłāŭ�ƒĞŋ�ĞÖŭ�Ö�ķāėĢŶĢĿÖŶā�

right to grieve, and these rights correspond to relationships, primarily familial, that 

are socially recognised and sanctioned.45 

It is possible to question whether contemporary society’s grieving rules have created 

space for the phenomenon of deep ecological grief. It is moreover possible to problematise 

whether grief functions in these binary codes, and when it comes to deep ecological grief, 

one either grieves or not. It nonetheless seems obvious, as Patricia Robson and Tony 

43 �#JUNGG�%WPUQNQ�CPF�-CTGP�.CPFOCP�GFU���Mourning Nature. Hope at The Heart of Ecological Loss and Grief (Montreal: 
/E)KNN�3WGGPˎU�7PKXGTUKV[�2TGUU���������

44  Kenneth J. Doka, Disenfranchised Grief: Recognizing Hidden Sorrow�
.GZKPIVQP�/#��.GZKPIVQP�$QQMU�&��%��*GCVJ���%Q���
������

45  Kenneth J. Doka “Disenfranchised Grief”, Bereavement Care�����PQ����
�����������
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Walter emphasise,46 that every society has certain “grief hierarchies” that determine the 

kinds of grief that are more legitimate than others. Deep ecological grief is ranked low 

in these hierarchies. However, in relation to the potential societal recognition of deep 

ecological grief, the good news is that these hierarchies are in no way static. They are 

attuned to the normative structures and development of society, and we can thus hope 

that political, cultural, social, and economic currents will alter the overall texture of 

society so that deep ecological grief is taken more seriously. 

Anger as a resourceful driver of change and initiator 
of care

ÂĞÖŶ̇� ŶĞāł̇�óÖł�ðā�ùŋłā̎�złā� ŶĞĢłė� Ģŭ�óāũŶÖĢł̆�ƒā�ĿŽŭŶ�óĞÖłėā�ŋŽũ�ŭŋóĢÖķ�ťũÖóŶĢóāŭ� Ģĕ�

we want to ameliorate the worst consequences of the climate crisis and reduce the 

ĿāłŶÖķ�ĿÖķÖĢŭāŭ�ĢŶ�óÖŽŭāŭ�̞�Öłù�ŶĞā�ƒĢłùŋƒ�ŋĕ�ŋťťŋũŶŽłĢŶƘ�Ģŭ�óķŋŭĢłė�ŨŽĢóĴķƘ̍�Âā�Ĵłŋƒ�

ŶĞĢŭ�̞�Öłù�ðƘ�̦ƒā̧̇�R�ĿāÖł�ŶĞā�ðĢė�ƒā̍�¦Ğā�RłŶāũėŋƑāũłĿāłŶÖķ̵�Öłāķ̵ŋł̵!ķĢĿÖŶā̵!ĞÖłėā�

óũāÖŶāù� ðƘ� ŶĞā� łĢŶāù� pÖŶĢŋłŭ� 1łƑĢũŋłĿāłŶ� �ũŋėũÖĿĿā� ĞÖŭ� ƒÖũłāù� Žŭ� ĿÖłƘ� ŶĢĿāŭ�

Öłù�ŭŶĢťŽķÖŶāù�ŶĞā�ŽũėāłóƘ�ŋĕ�ÖóŶĢŋł�Ģł�ŶĞā��ÖũĢŭ��ėũāāĿāłŶ̵̍pŋ�óŋŽłŶũƘ̇�ĢłŭŶĢŶŽŶĢŋł̇�ŋũ�

ťāũŭŋł�Ģŭ�ŽłÖƦāóŶāù�ðƘ�ŶĞĢŭ�ŭĢŶŽÖŶĢŋł̍�Âā�Öũā�Öķķ�Ģł�ŶĞā�ŭÖĿā�ðŋÖŶ̇�Öŭ�ƒā�ŋĕŶāł�ĞāÖũ̍�zł�

closer inspection, however, this is not the case. 

�ŭ� ķũĢóĞ� �āóĴ� ŭŶÖŶāù� ƒĞāł� ŶĞāŋũĢŭĢłė� ŋł� ŶĞā� ũĢŭĴ� ŭŋóĢāŶƘ̇47 we live in a socially 

ŭŶũÖŶĢƩāù� ŋũùāũ̍� �ķŶĞŋŽėĞ� āƑāũƘŋłā� ƒÖŭ� ÖƦāóŶāù� ðƘ� ŶĞā� ĢĿťķĢóÖŶĢŋłŭ� ŋĕ� ŶĞā� ũĢŭĴŭ� Ğā�

ĕŋóŽŭāù�ŋł�̞�ÖóĢù�ũÖĢł̇�łŽóķāÖũ�ƒÖŭŶā̇�ťāŭŶĢóĢùāŭ�Ģł�ùũĢłĴĢłė�ƒÖŶāũ�̞̇�ŭŋĿā�ƒāũā�ðāŶŶāũ�

positioned than others to handle and cope with the fallouts. Rich people may not have 

been able to buy their way out of such predicaments, but they were able to avoid the 

most ominous circumstances. The same is the case now. For example, at the beginning 

of March 2020, when the Covid-19 pandemic had just started, The Guardian ran an 

ÖũŶĢóķā�ĞāÖùķĢłāù�̦�Žťāũ̟ũĢóĞ�ıāŶ�ŋƦ�Ŷŋ�ùĢŭÖŭŶāũ�ðŽłĴāũŭ�ÖĿĢù�óŋũŋłÖƑĢũŽŭ�ŋŽŶðũāÖĴ̧̍48 

The super rich, the article said, were preparing for a long period of self-isolation in 

óŋłƑāłĢāłŶķƘ� ðŽĢķŶ� ũāŭĢùāłóāŭ� ŶĞÖŶ� ƒāũā� Öðķā� Ŷŋ� ÖóóŋĿĿŋùÖŶā� ŶĞāĿ� Öłù� ŶĞāĢũ� ŭŶÖƦ̇�

doctors and nurses. This was not an anomalous report. Although the pandemic has 

grounded planes around the world and shut down travel destinations on all continents, 

some of the world’s wealthier people have still found their ways to Dubai, Mexico or 

other sunny spots. Apparently, travel bans do not apply to them.  

When it comes to the climate crisis, we are witnessing similar inequalities but on 

ķÖũėāũ�ŭóÖķāŭ̍��ŭ�¦Ğā�RłùāťāłùāłŶ�ũāťŋũŶāù�Ģł�ˑˏː˘̇�ŶĞā�łĢŶāù�pÖŶĢŋłŭ�ĞÖŭ�ƒÖũłāù�ŶĞÖŶ�

46 2CVTKEKC�4QDUQP�CPF�6QP[�9CNVGT��ˑ*KGTCTEJKGU�QH�.QUU��#�%TKVKSWG�QH�&KUGPHTCPEJKUGF�)TKGH �˒�Omega 66, no. 2 (2012–
2013): 97–119.

47  Ulrick Beck, The Risk Society�
%CODTKFIG��2QNKV[�2TGUU��������
48  4WRGTV�0GCVG��ˑ5WRGT�TKEJ�LGV�QΆ�VQ�FKUCUVGT�DWPMGTU�COKF�EQTQPCXKTWU�QWVDTGCM˒�
�������TGVTKGXGF�KP�1EVQDGT�������

CXCKNCDNG�CV�JVVRU���YYY�VJGIWCTFKCP�EQO�YQTNF������OCT����FKUGCUG�FQFIKPI�YQTTKGF�YGCNVJ[�LGV�QΆ�VQ�FKUCUVGT�
DWPMGTU!HDENKF�+Y#4�$W*JK16LR3�:7�K%6&KS*SJ$N;%:%.FM.:�[-O/O*�R�,��9�S[8Y�UM�
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we might be witnessing the emergence of a climate apartheid, meaning that “[r]ich 

ťāŋťķā�ðŽƘ�ŶĞāĢũ�ƒÖƘ�ŋŽŶ�ŋĕ�ŶĞā�āłƑĢũŋłĿāłŶÖķ�óũĢŭĢŭ�ƒĞĢķā�ťŋŋũ�ťāŋťķā�ŭŽƦāũ̧̍49 These 

are strong words, but perhaps they are necessary. Because the term “climate apartheid” 

highlights the widening economic gap between rich and poor, the climate crisis might 

Öķŭŋ�ķāÖù�Ŷŋ�łāƒ�ĕŋũĿŭ�ŋĕ�ŭŋóĢÖķ�Öłù�óŽķŶŽũÖķ�ŭŽðĿĢŭŭĢŋł̍�ÂĞāł�ŭťāóĢƩó�łŋũĿŭ�Öłù�ũŽķāŭ�

only apply to some people, the control and regulation of others by force is made possible. 

¦ĞĢŭ�óāũŶÖĢłķƘ�ÖťťķĢāŭ�ƒĞāł�ĢŶ�óŋĿāŭ�Ŷŋ�ŶĞā�ƒÖƘŭ�Ģł�ƒĞĢóĞ�ŶĞā�óķĢĿÖŶā�óũĢŭĢŭ�ÖƦāóŶŭ�Žŭ̍�Rł�

ŭŋ�ĿÖłƘ�ùĢƦāũāłŶ�ƒÖƘŭ̇�ŶĞā�ũÖťĢù�ùāƑāķŋťĿāłŶ�ŋĕ�ŶĞā�óķĢĿÖŶā�óũĢŭĢŭ̇�Öłù�ŶĞā�ĕÖóŶ�ŶĞÖŶ�Ö�

small proportion of the world’s population is trying to pin the consequences on the rest, 

should be enough to make us all indignant and outright angry. 

As John J. Drummond argued, indignation and anger are related emotions that 

āĿāũėā� Öŭ� ũāŭťŋłŭāŭ� Ŷŋ� ŭŋóĢÖķ̇� āŶĞĢóÖķ� ŋũ� ĿŋũÖķ� ŋƦāłóāŭ̍50 Moreover, Drummond 

ŭŽėėāŭŶāù̇� Žłùāũ� ŶĞā� ũĢėĞŶ� óĢũóŽĿŭŶÖłóāŭ̇� ŶĞāƘ� ĿŋŶĢƑÖŶā� ÖóŶĢŋł� ÖėÖĢłŭŶ� ŶĞā� ŋƦāłóā̍�

DũŋĿ�ĿƘ�ťāũŭťāóŶĢƑā̇� ŶĞā� Ŷƒŋ� ĕāāķĢłėŭ�Öũā�ĿŽŶŽÖķķƘ� ŭŽťťŋũŶĢƑā�̞� ŶĞÖŶ� Ģŭ̇� ĢłùĢėłÖŶĢŋł�

Ģł�ũāķÖŶĢŋł�Ŷŋ�ÖóóāķāũÖŶĢłė�óķĢĿÖŶā�óĞÖłėā�ĢėłĢŶāŭ�Öłėāũ̍�¦Ğā�ŋƦāłóā�Öùùũāŭŭāù�Ğāũā�̞�

ŭŋóĢāŶÖķ�ƒũŋłėùŋĢłėŭ�ŶĞÖŶ�āŭóÖķÖŶā�ŶĞā�óķĢĿÖŶā�óũĢŭĢŭ�̞�ŭĞŋŽķù�óŋłŭŶĢŶŽŶā�āłŋŽėĞ�ũāÖŭŋł�

to motivate substantial individual and collective action, or so one should think. Yet, this 

is not the case.

In what follows, I am inspired by American sociologist Kari Marie Norgaard thought-

provoking analyses to shed light on this conundrum. In her empirical study on how certain 

ĕāāķĢłėŭ� ķāÖù�Ŷŋ�Ö� ķÖóĴ�ŋĕ�ťÖũŶĢóĢťÖŶĢŋł� Ģł�ŭŋóĢÖķ�ĿŋƑāĿāłŶŭ� ŶĞÖŶ�ƩėĞŶ�óķĢĿÖŶā�óĞÖłėā̇�

Norgaard took her point of departure from Arlie R. Hochschild’s conceptualisation of 

emotion work and Evitar Zerubavel’s understanding of socially organised denial.51 What 

ðÖƨāù� pŋũėÖÖũù� Ģł� Ğāũ� Ʃāķù� ŭŶŽùƘ� ŋł� Ö� ũāĿŋŶā� pŋũƒāėĢÖł� ƑĢķķÖėā� ƒÖŭ� ŶĞā� ĕÖóŶ� ŶĞÖŶ�

people realised that climate change is manmade but that they still did not seem to do 

ÖłƘŶĞĢłė� ÖðŋŽŶ� ĢŶ̍� ¦ĞĢŭ� ťÖŭŭĢƑĢŶƘ� óŋŽķù�łŋŶ� ðā� āƗťķÖĢłāù�ðƘ� ĢėłŋũÖłóā� ŋũ� ĢłùĢƦāũāłóā̍�

Rather, Norgaard contented that a large part of the reluctance to take action was related 

to the emotional unpleasantness that the climate crisis created and the villagers wanted 

to deny. The villagers simply found it objectionable to engage in social interaction with 

others if the content of this interaction revolved around climate change. Hence, they tried 

to override and sometimes even belittle the issue and thus avoid using its consequences 

as action coordinates, or they navigated using other coordinates and were in that way 

ŭŶāāũĢłė�ÖƒÖƘ�ĕũŋĿ�ÖóŶĢƑā�āłėÖėāĿāłŶ�Ģł�ƩłùĢłė�ŭŋķŽŶĢŋłŭ�Ŷŋ�ŶĞā�óķĢĿÖŶā�óũĢŭĢŭ̍�

A large part of the explanation for this apathy or wilful ignorance relies in the 

fact that denial is culturally necessary if the villagers want to preserve the cohesion 

ŋĕ� ŶĞāĢũ� óŋĿĿŽłĢŶƘ̇� Öłù� ÖŶ� ŶĞā� ŭÖĿā� ŶĢĿā̇� ĢŶ� ŋƦāũŭ� āÖóĞ�ĿāĿðāũ� ŋĕ� ŶĞā� óŋĿĿŽłĢŶƘ�

49 �6QO�$CVEJGNQT��ˑ%NKOCVG�#RCTVJGKFˎ��4KEJ�RGQRNG�VQ�DW[�VJGKT�YC[�QWV�QH�VJG�GPXKTQPOGPVCN�ETKUKU�YJKNG�RQQT�UWΆGT��
warns UN” (2019), retrieved in October 2020, available at https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/climate-
EJCPIG�ETKUKU�TKEJ�RQQT�YGCNVJ�CRCTVJGKF�GPXKTQPOGPV�WP�TGRQTV�C��������JVON�

50 �,QJP�,��&TWOOQPF��ˑ#PIGT�CPF�+PFKIPCVKQP �˒�KP�Emotional Experiences. Ethical and ÍǄŅƍġƫ̒ÍƍųƸƍɏŅġƸŅŗ, John J. Drummond 
CPF�5QPKC�4KPQHPGT�-TGKFN�GFU��
.QPFQP��4QYOCP�CPF�.KVVNGΉGNF�+PVGTPCVKQPCN���������������

51  Kari Marie Norgaard, “People Want to Protect Themselves a Little Bit: Emotions, Denial, and Social Movement 
Nonparticipation”, Sociological Inquiry 76, no. 3 (2006): 375.
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an opportunity to individually protect themselves from the emotional distress caused 

ðƘ� ũāƪāóŶĢłė� ÖðŋŽŶ� ŶĞā� óķĢĿÖŶā� óũĢŭĢŭ̍52 As Norgaard noted, the villagers were simply 

selective when it came to the aspects of the climate crisis they wanted to discuss, and 

they were equally selective in choosing the interpretive scheme they used to construe 

the consequences of the climate crisis. As a result, focus was directed away from climate 

change and towards something else. As Norgaard wrote: 

Emotions played a key role in denial, providing much of the reason why people 

preferred not to think about global warming. Furthermore, the management of 

unpleasant and “unacceptable” emotions was a central aspect of the process of 

denial, which in this community was carried out through the use of a cultural stock of 

strategies and social narratives that were employed to achieve selective attention and 

perspectival selectivity.53  

Thus, social relations were not bothered by uncomfortable narratives about climate 

change. Instead, the villagers’ emotional work was one of downplaying the seriousness 

ŋĕ� ŶĞā� ŭĢŶŽÖŶĢŋł� ũÖŶĞāũ� ŶĞÖł�ĿŋŶĢƑÖŶĢłė� ŶĞāĿŭāķƑāŭ� Ŷŋ� Ʃłù� ŭŋķŽŶĢŋłŭ� Ŷŋ� ŶĞā� ťũŋðķāĿ̇�

and thus invoke feelings that could help alter the situation. This, Norgaard concluded, 

was the result of a collectively produced denial that contributed to the villagers’ social 

distancing from active engagement in resolving the climate crisis and helping avoid its 

most calamitous consequences.54

Here, it is interesting to contemplate the potential ways out of this collective denial 

Öłù�ùĢŭóŽŭŭ�ƒĞĢóĞ�āĿŋŶĢŋłŭ�ŭĞŋŽķù�ĢłŭŶāÖù�ðā�ÖóŶĢƑÖŶāù̍��ŭ��ÖƦũŋł�z̪pāĢķ�Öłù��ŋťĞĢā�

Nicholson-Cole have forcefully argued, society’s incorporation of fear into people is not a 

productive means of trying to promote positive engagement in the climate crisis. Indeed, 

the authors showed how social representations of the climate crisis that are based on fear 

do not lead to sustainable solutions, nor they create the needed personal engagement in 

solutions. What is worse, society’s subscription to climate fear is counterproductive and 

leads to an emotional decoupling from the climate crisis. The authors concluded that 

future research must pursue knowledge of how “a much deeper personal concern and 

ķĢĕāŭŶƘķā�āłėÖėāĿāłŶ�ƒĢŶĞ�óķĢĿÖŶā�óĞÖłėā�óÖł�ðā�āłóŋŽũÖėāù�ŶĞũŋŽėĞ�ùĢƦāũāłŶ�ĿāŶĞŋùŭ�

and strategies of communication”.55 This knowledge, as Sabine Roeser stressed, 

ùāƩłĢŶāķƘ�āłŶÖĢķŭ�ŶĞā�āłėÖėāĿāłŶ�ŋĕ�ťÖũŶĢóŽķÖũ�ĕāāķĢłėŭ̇�Öŭ�ŶĞāƘ�̦ĿĢėĞŶ�ðā�ŶĞā�ĿĢŭŭĢłė�

ķĢłĴ�Ģł�āƦāóŶĢƑā�óŋĿĿŽłĢóÖŶĢŋł�ŋĕ�óķĢĿÖŶā�óĞÖłėā̧̍56 

52  Ibid., 390.
53  Ibid., 392.
54  Ibid�������
55 �5CΆTQP�1ˎ0GKN�CPF�5QRJKG�0KEJQNUQP�%QNG��ˍˑ(GCT�9QPˎV�&Q�+Vˎ��2TQOQVKPI�2QUKVKXG�'PICIGOGPV�YKVJ�%NKOCVG�%JCPIG�

VJTQWIJ�8KUWCN�CPF�+EQPKE�4GRTGUGPVCVKQPU �˒�Science Communication 30, no. 3 (2009): 377.
56 �5CDKPG�4QGUGT��ˑ4KUM�%QOOWPKECVKQP��2WDNKE�'PICIGOGPV��CPF�%NKOCVG�%JCPIG��#�4QNG�HQT�'OQVKQPU �˒�Risk Analysis 32, 

no. 6 (2012): 1033.
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The questions remain, however, on which feelings should be addressed and how, 

when trying to overcome the collective denial of the consequences of the climate crisis. 

Melissa Moore and Janet Yang have recently claimed that fostering the feeling of eco-

ėŽĢķŶ�Ģŭ�ťũŋùŽóŶĢƑā�ƒĞāł�ťũŋĿŋŶĢłė�Ö�ėũāāł�ŶũÖłŭĢŶĢŋł�ŋĕ�ŭŋóĢāŶƘ̍�mŋũā�ŭťāóĢƩóÖķķƘ̇�ŶĞāƘ�

argue that “environmental communication needs to harness the power of guilt, as a 

moral emotion, to promote environmental behaviour”57 and hence stimulate sustainable 

ŭŋóĢÖķ�ťũÖóŶĢóāŭ̵̍�āóāłŶķƘ̇�pÖłóƘ�DũÖŭāũ�ĞÖŭ�ŋťŶāù�ĕŋũ�Ö�Ŀŋũā�ũÖùĢóÖķ�ŭŋķŽŶĢŋł̇�ÖũėŽĢłė�

eloquently that capitalism has been the main socio-historical driver of climate change 

and that it shelters a deep-seated ecological contradiction; the only legitimate option 

we have to thoroughly address the problems of the crisis is to dismantle capitalism and 

pave the way for the enactment of a new common sense order. Fraser wrote that “[a]

łŶĢ̟óÖťĢŶÖķĢŭĿ̇�ŶĞāũāĕŋũā̇�óŋŽķù�̞�Ģłùāāù̇�ŭĞŋŽķù�̞�ðāóŋĿā�ŶĞā�óāłŶũÖķ�ŋũėÖłĢŭĢłė�ĿŋŶĢĕ�

of a new commonsense. Disclosing the links among multiple strands of injustice and 

irrationality, it represents the key to developing a powerful counter-hegemonic project of 

eco-societal transformation”.58�¦Ğā�ÖłŶĢ̟óÖťĢŶÖķĢŭŶ�óŋŽłŶāũ�ĞāėāĿŋłƘ�DũÖŭāũ�óÖķķāù�ĕŋũ�̞ �

which, for her, constitutes the only reliable socio-political pathway to safeguarding the 

ťķÖłāŶ�̞�Ģŭ�ŭŋĿāŶĞĢłė�ŭĞā�ũāĕāũŭ�Ŷŋ�Öŭ�̦āóŋ̟ŭŋóĢÖķĢŭĿ̧̍�¦Ğā�āóŋ̟ŭŋóĢāŶÖķ�ŶũÖłŭĕŋũĿÖŶĢŋł�

needed requires an overarching structural, political, and economic transformation of 

ŭŋóĢāŶƘ�̞��Ğāłóā�Ö�łāƒ�ťŋķĢŶĢóÖķ�ŋũùāũ̍�

According to Frasers line of thought, only such a societal transformation could lift 

the veil of climate denial, activate feelings of climate-change engagement and thereby 

transform people’s social practices in an environmentally friendly manner. However, 

ŶĞŋŽėĞ�ŶĞā�ÖũėŽĿāłŶŭ�ŋƦāũāù�ðƘ�mŋŋũāŭ�Öłù�ÈÖłėŭ�Öŭ�ƒāķķ�Öŭ�DũÖŭāũ�Öũā�óŋĿťāķķĢłė̇�R�

believe we could approach the issue of engagement in climate-change action somewhat 

ùĢƦāũāłŶķƘ̍�RłŭŶāÖù�ŋĕ�ťŽũŭŽĢłė�Ö�ķÖũėā̟ŭóÖķā�ŶũÖłŭĕŋũĿÖŶĢŋł�ŋĕ�ŶĞā�ŭťĢũĢŶ�ŋĕ�óÖťĢŶÖķĢŭĿ̇�

or nurturing the emotion of moral guilt, we could motivate the green transition of society 

ðƘ�ŭŶĢĿŽķÖŶĢłė�Ö� ŭťāóĢƩó� ĕāāķĢłė̍�¦ĞŽŭ̇� R�ƒŋŽķù�ÖũėŽā� ŶĞÖŶ�ƒā�óŋŽķù�̞�ŋũ�āƑāł�ŭĞŋŽķù�

̞�óŋĿĿŽłĢóÖŶā�ŶĞā�óŋłŭāŨŽāłóāŭ�ŋĕ�ŶĞā�óķĢĿÖŶā�óũĢŭĢŭ�Ģł�Ö�ƒÖƘ�ŶĞÖŶ�ŶũĢėėāũŭ�Ö�ũāÖóŶĢŋł�

in the form of anger. The proliferation and activation of the anger could serve as an 

āƦāóŶĢƑā�ÖėāłŶ�ƒĞāł�ŶũƘĢłė�Ŷŋ�ùĢŭŭŋķƑā�ŭŶũŽóŶŽũÖķķƘ�ĢĿťŋŭāù�ùāłĢÖķ�Öłù�Ŷŋ�āĿŋŶĢŋłÖķķƘ�

engage people in the solutions to the consequences of the climate crisis. Indeed, anger 

can be perceived as a positive emotion and a motivational force for action.59 In that 

respect, anger is a highly resourceful feeling, not because it is individually embedded 

ðŽŶ�ðāóÖŽŭā�ŶĞā�óÖŽŭāŭ�Öłù�óŋłŭāŨŽāłóāŭ�ŋĕ�ŶĞā�óķĢĿÖŶā�óũĢŭĢŭ�ÖƦāóŶ�Žŭ�óŋķķāóŶĢƑāķƘ�Öłù�

should anger us. 

Nāũā̇�ĢŶ�Ģŭ�ĢĿťŋũŶÖłŶ�Ŷŋ�łŋŶā�ŶĞÖŶ�ŶĞā�óŋķķāóŶĢƑā�āƦāũƑāŭóāłóā�ŋĕ�Öłėāũ�Ģŭ�łāāùāù̍�zĕ�

course, it is crucial that the anger is targeted in the right way. It would be unproductive, 

57 �/GNKUUC�/��/QQTG�CPF�,CPGV�<��;CPI�a˒7UKPI�'EQ�)WKNV�VQ�/QVKXCVG�'PXKTQPOGPVCN�$GJCXKQT�%JCPIG �˒�Environmental 
Communication�����PQ����
������a�������a

58 �0CPE[�(TCUGT��ˑ%NKOCVGU�QH�%CRKVCN��(QT�C�6TCPU�'PXKTQPOGPVCN�'EQ�5QEKCNKUO �˒�New Left Review 127 (2021): 97
59  Ursula Hess, ”Anger is a positive emotion”, in W. G. Parrott ed., The positive side of negative emotions (New York: Guilford 

2TGUU���������������
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āƑāł�Ö�ŭĢėłĢƩóÖłŶ�ĿĢŭŶÖĴā̇�Ŷŋ�ėŽĢùā�ŶĞā�Öłėāũ�ŶŋƒÖũùŭ�ŽłŭŽŭŶÖĢłÖðķā�ťŋťŽķÖŶĢŋłŭ�ķĢƑĢłė�

in precarious situations that do not have the means or resources to take care of the 

environment or nurture nature in a sustainable way. The stigmatisation of such groups 

ƒŋŽķù� óũāÖŶā� Ö� ŭĢėłĢƩóÖłŶ� Öłù� ĞĢėĞķƘ� ŽłƒÖũũÖłŶāù� ŭŋóĢāŶÖķ� ùĢƑĢùā� ŶĞÖŶ� ƒŋŽķù� ĞÖũĿ�

the purposes of generating collective action and, thus, alter people’s social practices. 

Therefore, anger should be directed towards structurally produced targets, in particular 

some of the ways of decelerating the destructive losses that we know can be dealt with 

ũÖŶĞāũ�āÖŭĢķƘ�̞ �ŭŽóĞ�Öŭ�ũāùŽóĢłė�āĿĢŭŭĢŋłŭ�Ģł�ĕÖũĿĢłė�ŋũ�ŶĞā�ÖĢũķĢłā�ĢłùŽŭŶũƘ�ƒĞĢóĞ�ũāŭŽķŶŭ�

in further global warming, thus overheating the planet. Where the right socio-structural 

incentives for doing so are missing, also the emotional engagement in achieving this is 

undermined. 

Moreover, evoking the feeling of anger in relation to climate change could facilitate a 

sustainable way of creating resonance with nature. Anger about the destruction of nature 

could help bring about with it a feeling of harmony that results in a resonant relationship 

and thereby alters the instrumentalisation of nature that we are witnessing. As Rosa60 

informed us, nature has lost its voice in contemporary society, and that is one of the 

reasons why no resonant relationship has been possible. In his theory of resonance, 

however, Rosa tended to neglect so-called negative emotions, circumventing them 

as part of the solution and only seeing them as part of the problem. Anger, according 

to Rosa, cannot play a constructive part in the establishment of resonance. I believe 

this is a mistake. From my perspective, the social ignition of anger is a necessity in 

order to support the societal building of sustainability. The societal implementation 

of sustainability, here understood as an ethical ideal and important environmental 

desiderata that have broad intuitive appeal,61 requires a strong emotion such as anger, if 

it is to succeed. It needs a potent fuel to drive it. In that respect, the societal adoption of 

anger might even bring about a situation in which the obvious mutual interdependence 

between humans and humans and humans and nature will resurface at a larger societal 

scale, ultimately leading nature to retrieve its lost voice, which in many spheres of society 

Ģŭ�ŭŋ�ðķÖŶÖłŶķƘ�ÖðŭāłŶ�ÖŶ�ŶĞā�ĿŋĿāłŶ̍�zĕ�óŋŽũŭā̇�ŋłā�óŋŽķù�ÖũėŽā̇�ėũÖŭŭũŋŋŶŭ�ĿŋƑāĿāłŶŭ�

such as Fridays for Future and Extinction Rebellion have already answered the call of 

nature and angrily struggle for the societal realisation of a sustainable future. They do, 

ŶĞŋŽėĞ̇�Ʃłù�ŶĞāĿŭāķƑāŭ� Ģł�ŶĞā�ĿĢłŋũĢŶƘ�Öłù�ŶĞā�ŭťĢķķŋƑāũ�āƦāóŶ�ŋł�ŶĞā�ũāŭŶ�ŋĕ�ŭŋóĢāŶƘ�

seems to be marginal.  

However, one thing remains to be addressed. Is the implementation of the 

abovementioned sustainability in a socially accelerated world possible, or does it require 

ŭŋóĢāŶÖķ� ùāóāķāũÖŶĢŋł̎�złā� ũāÖùĢłė� ŋĕ� �ŋŭÖ�ƒŋŽķù� ŭŽėėāŭŶ� ŶĞÖŶ� ùāóāķāũÖŶĢŋł� ũāŭŽķŶŭ� Ģł�

socio-cultural and economic setbacks and that the slowing down of the tempo almost 

automatically amounts to a lack of societal progress.62 Yet, one could also argue that 

60  Rosa, Resonance.
61 �5JCTCEJEJCPFTC�/��.ªNª���ˑ5WUVCKPCDNG�&GXGNQROGPV��#�%TKVKECN�4GXKGY �˒�World Development 19, no. 6 (1991): 607-21.
62  Rosa, Resonance.
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Rosa only criticised the social acceleration that is propelled by the logic of capitalist-

informed accumulation and growth, and thus leaves the door open for deceleration if 

it is correctly targeted. I argue for the necessity of the latter. From this perspective, the 

success for deceleration lies in the acceptance of the fact that sustainable progress has to 

be understood in other terms and that the rate at which the climate crisis creates mental 

distress and disastrous consequences related to our ability to inhabit this planet requires 

a reduction of speed. This, of course, does not mean that the societal and personal 

instalment of anger is the only means of achieving this, but anger could function as a 

resourceful driver in making such a transition possible. 

Conclusion

In this article, I have examined how the phenomenon of social acceleration is accountable 

for some of the problematic aspects of acting to resolve the current climate crisis and 

how it hinders a sustainable green transformation of society. I have furthermore shown 

that the climate crisis is creating new forms of mental malaises and that these are only 

worsened by incessant social acceleration. I have ended on a rather polemical footing, 

sketching a very rough outline of the potential societal implementation of anger as a 

ŭŋóĢÖķ�ĿŋŶŋũ�ĕŋũ�óĞÖłėĢłė�ŋŽũ�ťũāùĢóÖĿāłŶ̍�!ŋłóāũłĢłė�ŶĞā�ķÖŶŶāũ̇�ŋłā�ĿĢėĞŶ�Ʃłù�ŶĞĢŭ�

to be a rather mechanical view of society. However, I do not claim that the installation 

of anger should be a technocratic endeavour. Rather, it calls for democratic deliberation 

and hence to be perceived as the conceivable outcome of a process of enlightenment.

zł�Ö�ƩłÖķ�łŋŶā̇�R�ƒŋŽķù�ķĢĴā�Ŷŋ�óÖķķ�ĕŋũ�Ŀŋũā�ũāŭāÖũóĞ�ŋł�ŶĞĢŭ�ĢĿťŋũŶÖłŶ�ÖũāÖ̇�ƒĞĢóĞ�

óŋŽķù�ťāũĞÖťŭ�ðāłāƩŶ�ĕũŋĿ�āłėÖėĢłė�Ŀŋũā�ŶĞŋũŋŽėĞķƘ�ƒĢŶĞ�ŶĞā�óŋłóāťŶ�ŋĕ�óÖũā̍�Rł�ũāóāłŶ�

years, thinkers such as Fraser have directed attention to the misrecognition of the kinds 

ŋĕ�óÖũā�ŶĞÖŶ�ƒŋĿāł�ĿŋŭŶķƘ�ŽłùāũŶÖĴā�̞�ŶĞÖŶ�Ģŭ̇�óĞĢķùðāÖũĢłė�Öłù�ŋŶĞāũ�ĕŋũĿŭ�ŋĕ�ùŋĿāŭŶĢó�

ķÖðŋŽũ� ̞� ùŽā� Ŷŋ� Ğŋƒ� óÖťĢŶÖķĢŭĿ� ĞÖŭ� ŽłùāũƑÖķŽāù� ŶĞāĿ̍63 Numerous authors writing 

together as The Care Collective took this analysis a step further and pointed out that the 

climate crisis is yet another consequence of the general tendency to undervalue care, 

namely care towards the natural world.64 If, as they argued, care in a high-speed society 

preoccupied with instrumentalising capitalism is perceived as a sign of weakness, it 

comes as no surprise that care for nature is perceived in the same way. Thus, we have 

to alter our perceptions of what interpersonal care and interspecies care consist of, 

thereby promoting the value of care, and we must furthermore make this concept the 

organising principle on each and every scale of life, be it individual, interpersonal, or 

political.65 Seen in this light, the need for strengthened theoretical and empirical work 

ŋł� óÖũā� ðāóŋĿāŭ� ŋðƑĢŋŽŭ�̞� ťāũĞÖťŭ� Ģł� óŋłıŽłóŶĢŋł�ƒĢŶĞ� ŶĞā� ķĢłā� ŋĕ� ũāÖŭŋłĢłė� R� ĞÖƑā�

63 �0CPE[�(TCUGT��ˑ%QPVTCFKEVKQPU�QH�%CRKVCN�CPF�%CTG˒��New Left Review, no. 100 (2016), 99-117.
64 �6JG�%CTG�%QNNGEVKXG��The Care Manifesto. The Politics of Interdependence. (New York: Verso, 2020).
65  Ibid.
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ťũāŭāłŶāù� Ğāũā̍� Rĕ� ėāŶŶĢłė� ÖłėũƘ� ÖðŋŽŶ� ŶĞā� ŋƦāłóāŭ� óŋĿĿĢŶŶāù� ÖėÖĢłŭŶ� łÖŶŽũā̇�ƒĞĢóĞ�

support the acceleration of the climate crisis, then action not only entails putting an 

āłù�Ŷŋ�ŶĞāŭā�ŋƦāłóāŭ�ðŽŶ�Öķŭŋ�ŶÖĴĢłė�óÖũā�ŋĕ�łÖŶŽũā�Ģł�Ö�łāƒ�ƒÖƘ̍�Rł�ŶĞĢŭ�óŋłŶāƗŶ̇�Öłėāũ�

becomes synonymous with care and, hence, helps to promote feelings of nurture and 

responsibility. Just imagine if, by feeling angry and doing something about the ongoing 

destruction of nature, were to become new ways for people to show they care. Anger 

would not be such a bad feeling in that event.
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